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The capacity of computational multiple steady states in two biological systems are determined
by the Deficiency One Algorithm and the Subnetwork Analysis. One is a bacterial glycolysis model
involving the generation of ATP, and the other one is an active membrane transport model, which is
performed by pump proteins coupled to a source of metabolic energy. Mass action kinetics, is as-
sumed and both models consist of eight coupled non-linear equations. A set of rate constants and
two corresponding steady states are computed. The phenomena of bistability and hysteresis are dis-
cussed. The bifurcation of multiple steady states is also displayed. A signature of multiplicity is
derived, which can be applied to mechanism identifications if steady state concentrations for some
species are measured. The capacity of steady state multiplicity is extended to their families of reac-
tion networks.
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1. Introduction

Some exotic dynamic phenomena in isothermal
chemical systems, such as unstable steady states, un-
damped oscillations and multiple steady states, have
been shown experimentally [1 – 4]. This indicates that
instabilities derive from the intricacy of chemistry it-
self, instead of from thermal effects for non-isothermal
systems. In biotechnological applications, appearance
of multiple steady states could lead to undesirable sit-
uations for bioprocess operation. It is important for the
chemical engineer to be able to identify chemical sys-
tems that have the capacity to exhibit multiple steady
states, since such an identification helps to design more
efficient and safer reactors.

Biological cell systems, which usually consist of
many species and reactions, can also give rise to those
complex reaction behaviors [5 – 7]. One example stud-
ied in this work is a bacterial glycolysis system. Bac-
teria, like all other living cells, require certain nutri-
ents such as glucose for growth. Although the cytoplas-
mic membrane of bacterial cells, such as Escherichia
coli and Bacillus subtilis, is not easily permeable to
glucose, it “picks up” glucose at the medium side of
the membrane and releases it on cytoplasm side of
the membrane. This transport is coupled to a chem-
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ical conversion of substrate, i.e., the phosphorylation
of glucose to glucose-6-phosphate [8]. A rudimentary
description of glycolysis, a process by which a car-
bon source is digested by a cell, is formulated based
upon pathways pertinent to bacteria [9]. Considering
rate expressions of minimal complexity of three cou-
pled equations, which do not include some important
coupling and non-linearity present in bacterial glycol-
ysis, Hatzimanikatis and Bailey [9] demonstrated that,
for certain values of the system parameters, as many as
ten steady states can be achieved.

The other example studied in this work is an active
membrane transport system. The active transport is an
important path to self-regulation and self-control in liv-
ing cells. It is performed by pump proteins coupled
to a source of metabolic energy, usually ATP hydroly-
sis. The transport is accomplished by a conformational
change of the pump in transferring the solute across
the membrane. This process can be modeled by spe-
cific kinetic steps for the binding and conformational
changes, which are similar to those occurring in stan-
dard chemical kinetics. Some theoretical and experi-
mental studies on this field have been done [10, 11].
Based on some experimental results [12, 13], Vieira
and Bisch [14] have recently proposed a model (the
model 5) with monomers as pump units. They have ap-
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plied stoichiometric network analysis [15] to study the
stability of steady states and have numerically found a
set of rate constants showing steady state multiplicity.

Recently, Li [16] has developed a Subnetwork Anal-
ysis for the determination of multiple steady states in
isothermal, complex, chemical reaction networks. In
the present work, the analysis is applied to show the
capacity of multiple steady states in the two biologi-
cal systems mentioned above. Although the possibil-
ity of steady state multiplicity was already shown by
other researchers, there are some differences between
this work and the other articles. The analysis methods
used are different. The bacterial glycolysis model, sim-
plified by Hatzimanikatis and Bailey [9], consists of
only three coupled equations. In this work we study
a more complex system, which consists of eight cou-
pled non-linear equations. For both examples we deter-
mine not only the multiplicity of the model itself, the
result is also extended to their family members. More-
over, a signature of multiplicity is derived, which can
be used to identify the reaction mechanism. This work
demonstrates a potential application of the Subnetwork
Analysis to determine multiple steady states admitting
complex biological reacting systems.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Reaction Networks and Mass Action Differential
Equations

Example 1 . Bac te r i a l g lyco lys i s mode l

The bacterial glycolysis model simplified by Hatz-
imanikatis and Bailey [9] arises from participation of
ATP and ADP and from the involvement of PEP (phos-
phoenolpyruvate) in the glycolysis pathway. The over-
all reaction is Glucose + 2ADT→ 2Pyruvate + 2ATP,
which contains the following elementary steps:

S+ E→ G+ P, S+ T →G+ D,
G+ T → F + D, F + 2D � 2E + 2T,
E + D→ P+ T, M + T � 2D,
D � T,

(1)

where S and P correspond to extracellular glucose and
pyruvate, G to the pool of glucose 6-phosphate and
fructose 6-phosphate, F to fructose 1,6-diphosphate,
E to phosphoenolpyruvate, M to AMP, D to ADP, and
T to ATP.

The assumptions used in this work are: 1. the reac-
tants, glucose and AMP, can diffuse into the reaction

region inside of a cell; 2. the remaining reactants, glu-
cose and AMP, and the product, pyruvate, keep diffus-
ing out of the reaction system; 3. the enzyme activities
depend only on the concentrations of their substrates
and the cell is not growing; 4. the elementary steps
in (1) are all reversible; 5. the reaction system is well
mixed and mass action kinetics is followed. Thus, the
glycolysis in a reaction region inside of a cell is rep-
resented by reaction network (2) and its correspond-
ing dynamical ordinary differential equations are listed
in (3).

S � 0 � M, P→ 0,
S+ E � G+ P, S+ T � G+ D,
G+ T � F + D, F + 2D � 2E + 2T,
E + D � P+ T, M + T � 2D,
D � T.

(2)

dcM

dt
=−kM→0cM + k0→M− kM+T→2DcMcT

+ k2D→M+T c2
D,

dcS

dt
=−kS→0cS + k0→S− kS+E→G+PcScE

+ kG+P→S+EcGcP− kS+T→G+DcScT

+ kG+D→S+T cGcD,

dcD

dt
= 2kM+T→2DcMcT −2k2D→M+T c2

D− kD→T cD

+ kT→DcT + kG+T→F+DcGcT

− kF+D→G+T cF cD− kE+D→P+T cEcD

+ kP+T→E+DcPcT −2kF+2D→2E+2T cF c2
D

+ 2k2E+2T→F+2Dc2
Ec2

T + kS+T→G+DcScT

− kG+D→S+T cGcD,

dcT

dt
=−kM+T→2DcMcT + k2D→M+T c2

D + kD→T cD

− kT→DcT − kG+T→F+DcGcT

+ kF+D→G+T cF cD− kP+T→E+DcPcT
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+ kE+D→P+T cEcD + 2kF+2D→2E+2T cFc2
D

− 2k2E+2T→F+2Dc2
E c2

T − kS+T→G+DcScT

+ kG+D→S+T cGcD,

dcG

dt
= kS+E→G+PcScE − kG+P→S+EcGcP

− kG+T→F+DcGcT + kF+D→G+T cFcD

+ kS+T→G+DcScT − kG+D→S+T cGcD,

dcF

dt
= kG+T→F+DcGcT − kF+D→G+T cFcD

− kF+2D→2E+2T cFc2
D + k2E+2T→F+2Dc2

Ec2
T ,

dcE

dt
=−kS+E→G+PcScE + kG+P→S+EcGcP

+ 2kF+2D→2E+2T cF c2
D−2k2E+2T→F+2Dc2

Ec2
T ,

− kE+D→P+T cEcD + kP+T→E+DcPcT ,

dcP

dt
=−kP→0cP + kS+E→G+PcScE − kG+P→S+EcGcP

− kP+T→E+DcPcT + kE+D→P+T cEcD, (3)

where ci (i = M,S, . . . ,P) is denoting the concentra-
tions of species M,S, . . . ,P within the reactor and ki→ j

is a rate constant for the reaction i→ j in network (2).
The last seven lines in (2) are the elementary steps in

the mechanism (1). The first two lines in (2) display the
inflow of reactants and the outflow of remaining reac-
tants and the products. In reaction network terms [17],
to account for the inflow of M and S in the feed stream,
the pseudo-reactions 0→ M and 0→ S are added to
true chemistry (1). (The physical meaning of “0” (zero
complex) represents the surroundings.) Compared with
the dynamical equations in (3), the rate constants k0→M

and k0→S are assigned respectively to be equal to c f
M/θ

and c f
S/θ . (c f

i denotes the feed concentration of species
i(= M,S) and θ denotes the residence time) Also, to
account for the outflow of M, S and P in the effluent
stream, pseudo-reactions M→ 0, S→ 0 and P→ 0 are
added to true chemistry (1). The flow rates kM→0, kS→0
and kP→0 are all assigned to be equal to the reciprocal
of residence time θ . Thus, in reaction network terms,

we consider the reactions given in (1), operating in an
open system to be modeled by reaction network (2),
instead of (1).

Example 2 . Ac t ive membrane t r anspor t
m o d e l

The example of the model 5 [14] is

A1�A2

↑↓ ↑↓ A3 + A4 � 2A4

A6 A3

↑↓ ↑↓ A6 + A7 � A8 � A1 + A7

A5�A4

(4a)

dc1

dt
=−kA1→A2c1 + kA2→A1c2− kA1→A6 c1

+ kA6→A1c6 + kA8→A1+A7c8− kA1+A7→A8c1c7,

dc2

dt
= kA1→A2c1− kA2→A1c2

− kA2→A3 c2 + kA3→A2 c3,

dc3

dt
= kA2→A3c2− kA3→A2c3− kA3→A4c3

+ kA4→A3c4 + k2A4→A3+A4c2
4− kA3+A4→2A4c3c4,

dc4

dt
= kA3→A4c3− kA4→A3c4 + kA3+A4→2A4c3c4

− k2A4→A3+A4c2
4 + kA5→A4 c5− kA4→A5 c4,

dc5

dt
= kA4→A5c4− kA5→A4c5

− kA5→A6 c5 + kA6→A5 c6,

dc6

dt
= kA5→A6c5− kA6→A5c6 + kA1→A6c1

− kA6→A1 c6 + kA8→A6+A7c8− kA6+A7→A8c6c7,

dc7

dt
=−kA6+A7→A8c6c7 + kA8→A6+A7c8

+ kA8→A1+A7c8− kA1+A7→A8c1c7,

dc8

dt
=−kA8→A6+A7c8 + kA6+A7→A8c6c7

− kA8→A1+A7c8 + kA1+A7→A8c1c7, (4b)
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where ci, i = 1,2, . . . ,8 denotes the concentrations of
species A1, A2, . . . , A8 within the reactor, and ki→ j is a
rate constant for the reaction i→ j in network (4a).

Network (4a) contains one cycle A1→ A2→ A3→
A4 → A5 → A6 → A1. During the cycle one ligand
molecule is transported from the external to the inter-
nal medium. Each pump transports only one ion per
cycle. The ligand concentration and the concentrations
of ATP, ADP, and Pi (adenosine tri- and di-phosphate
and inorganic phosphate, respectively) are considered
as externally controlled parameters. Phosphorylation-
dephosphorylation reactions and conformational tran-
sitions are treated as elementary steps. The autocat-
alytic reaction A3 + A4 � 2A4 comes from the fact
that membranes of specialized cells of multicellular or-
ganisms and subcellular compartments of all eukary-
otic cells have a restricted number of different pro-
teins and usually a high concentration of each type,
facilitating the interactions between them. The reac-
tions A6 + A7 � A8 � A1 + A7 model the formation
of molecular complexes with other molecules, which
should lead to activated monomers. From the kinetic
point of view, the formation of an intermediate com-
plex (A8, pump-molecule) generates a new chemical
pathway. A more detailed relation of network (4a) with
reality is described by Vieira and Bisch in [14].

From network (4b), two mass conservation condi-
tions must be satisfied. First, the sum of the concentra-
tions of species A7 and A8 remains a constant. Second,
the summation of concentrations of species A1 through
A6 plus A8 remains a constant. They must be satisfied
by multiple steady states.

2.2. Deficiency One Algorithm and Subnetwork
Analysis

In this paper the Deficiency One Algorithm [18] and
the Subnetwork Analysis [16] are applied to determine
the multiplicity of steady states in network (2), (4a) and
their parent networks. In reaction network terms, each
network has a deficiency, which is an integer equal to
or greater than zero and can be calculated easily by
the structure of a reaction network. Deficiency One Al-
gorithm provides a necessary and sufficient condition
for a deficiency one network to admit multiple steady
states. By the analysis of this algorithm, the “signa-
tures” of steady state multiplicity for a deficiency one
reaction network are represented by many sets of linear
inequality systems in terms of a vector µ. This vec-
tor µ correlates two steady states, say c′ and c′′, cor-

responding to a set of rate constants in the following
way:

µ = [µ1, . . . ,µN ]

[ln(c′1/c′′2), . . . , ln(c′N/c′′N)],

N = number of species.

(5)

If there exists such a nonzero µ with the specified
properties generated by the Deficiency One Algorithm,
the deficiency one network under study has the capac-
ity to admit multiple steady states. Otherwise, the net-
work can admit at most one steady state.

The Deficiency One Algorithm is a powerful
method to determine steady state multiplicity of a
deficiency one-reaction network. However, there are
some complex reaction networks lying outside the al-
gorithm’s applicable range. Take reaction network (2)
and (4a), for examples. They both have a deficiency of
two. Therefore, the Deficiency One Algorithm cannot
be applied. The Subnetwork Analysis extends the ap-
plicable range of the algorithm by studying the subnet-
works of a network with higher deficiency than one.
Li [19] realized that networks of deficiency greater
than one that admit multiple steady states often (not
always) contain subnetworks that also have the capac-
ity of exhibiting steady state multiplicity. An exam-
ple has shown [19] that a parent network cannot ad-
mit multiple steady states, no matter what values the
rate constants have, although one of its deficiency one
subnetworks has the capacity to exhibit steady state
multiplicity. Thus it is not trivial to ask the question:
If a network contains a subnetwork that admits multi-
ple steady states, under what conditions will the net-
work also admit multiple steady states? The Subnet-
work Analysis [16] provides sufficient conditions for
the capacity of multiple steady states in a network of
a deficiency greater than one if one of its subnetworks
admits steady state multiplicity. (It can be applied to
both forest-like and circular reaction networks.) The
analysis is shown in the Appendix of this work, and
the terminology and its implementation can be found
in Li [16].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Bacterial Glycolysis Model

The procedure to determine multiple steady states of
network (2) is to study its deficiency one subnetworks
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by applying the Deficiency One Algorithm, to find a
subnetwork admitting multiple steady states, and to ap-
ply the Subnetwork Analysis to determine the multi-
plicity of network (2). Moreover, the multiplicity is ex-
tended to some parent networks of the network (2) by
using the Subnetwork Analysis.

According to the Deficiency One Algorithm, a defi-
ciency one subnetwork of network (2) exhibiting mul-
tiple steady states is determined. It is obtained by delet-
ing the fourth line of network (2) and displayed below.

S � 0 � M, P→ 0,
S+ E � G+ P, G+ T � F + D,
F + 2D � 2E + 2T, E + D � P+ T,
M + T � 2D, D � T.

(6)

According to the algorithm, it has the capacity to
admit multiple steady states if µ defined in (5) satisfies
the set of linear inequalities (7a) generated by the algo-
rithm. It is easy to see that (7b) is a set of nonzero solu-
tions to (7a). (7a) indicates the relationships of the two
steady states, which can be used to identify the mecha-
nism if the steady states of some species are measured.
The more inequalities and (7a) are satisfied by the ex-
perimental data, the more likely the mechanism (6) is
followed. (The reverse of all the inequalities (7a) is
also a signature of multiple steady states, which is ob-
tained by exchanging c ′ and c′′ (5).)

µM < µP
µT < µP
µS < 0
µD < µT
µP < µS +µE

µS +µE < µP +µG
µP < µT +µG

µT +µG < µD +µF
µP < 2µD +µF

2µD +µF < 2µT + 2µE
µP < µD +µE

µD +µE < µP +µT
µM = 0

µM +µT = 2µD

(7a)

µ = [µM,µS,µD,µT ,µG,µF ,µE ,µP, ]
= [0,−1,3,6,2,6,9,7] (7b)

By the µ given in (7b), a set of rate constants, dis-
played in (8a), and its two corresponding steady states,
c′ and c′′ in (8b), are computed. (The formulas for the

computation of two steady states and a set of rate con-
stants can be found in Feinberg [18].)

S
1095.63−−−−−→←−−−−−
1734.27

0
1095.63−−−−−→←−−−−−
1095.63

M, P
1095.63−−−−→ 0,

S+ E
2335.20−−−−−→←−−−−−

429.20
G+ P, G+ T

390.78−−−−→←−−−−
313.95

F + D,

F + 2D
5429.18−−−−−→←−−−−−
1985.41

2E + 2T, E + D
27113.20−−−−−−→←−−−−−−
42478.82

P+ T,

M + T
134.14−−−−→←−−−−
40.47

2D, D
23.01−−−−→←−−−−

753.43
T.

(8a)

c′M ≈ 1.000000, C′′M ≈ 1.000000,
c′S ≈ 0.581977 , C′′S ≈ 1.581977,
c′D ≈ 3.157187 , C′′D ≈ 0.157187,
c′T ≈ 3.007455 , C′′T ≈ 0.007455,
c′G ≈ 3.469553 , C′′G ≈ 0.469553,
c′F ≈ 3.007455 , C′′F ≈ 0.007455,
c′E ≈ 3.000370 , C′′E ≈ 0.000370,
c′P ≈ 2.001825 , C′′P ≈ 0.001825.

(8b)

In Fig. 1, the steady states and bistability occurring
in network (8) are illustrated as hysteresis with vari-
ation of k0→S. The steady states c′P (the upper points
in Fig. 1) and c′′P (the lower points in Fig. 1) in (8b)
are stable and an unstable steady state (not shown in
Fig. 1) lies somewhere between c′ and c′′. The steady
state c′′ in (8b) established at a lower k0→S (< 893) is
associated with a lower concentrations cP. As k0→S is
higher than 2011, the steady state associating with a
higher concentration cP is obtained. As k0→S is in be-
tween, a hysteresis loop containing three steady states,
two stable ones and an unstable one, occurs and the
steady state depends on the initial concentrations. Fig-
ure 2 shows a similar hysteresis loop with variation of
kS→0 (= flow rate) in the range of 971 < kS→0 < 2008.

Figure 3 shows a two-parameter (kM+T→2D, k0→S)
plane for different values of the rate constant
kG+T→F+D for network (8). (The solid line corre-
sponds to 390.78 and the dotted line to 1187, respec-
tively.) Inside the cusp regions, there are three steady
states, two stable ones and an unstable one. They dis-
play the inside regions of a hysteresis loop similar to
Figs. 1 and 2. Right on the curves of the cusp, there
are two steady states, a stable one and an unstable one.
They represent the two end points of a hysteresis loop.
Only a single steady state exists outside the cusp re-
gion in Fig. 3, which displays the outside region of a
hysteresis loop.
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Fig. 1. The change of the steady state concen-
tration cP with the rate constant k0→S for net-
work (8).

Fig. 2. The change of the steady state concentra-
tion cS with the flow rate kS→0 for network (8).

Note the equality of the rate constants in (8a) cal-
culated for the pseudo-reactions M → 0, S → 0, and
P→ 0. As mentioned before, their corresponding rate
constants should all be equal to the flow rate. Thus,
equality of the flow rate kM→0, kS→0, and kP→0, in the
reaction network (8a) is consistent with the picture of
a flow system.

According to the Subnetwork Analysis, the net-
work (2) also has the capacity to admit multiple steady
states for the vector µ given in (7). The rate con-
stants and corresponding two steady states are indi-
cated in (9), computing according to the vector µ given
in (7b). (The formulas for the computation of two
steady states and a set of rate constants can be found in
the appendix of [20].) Figure 4 shows a two-parameter

(kS+T→G+D, k0→S) plane for different values of the rate
constant kG+T→F+D of network (9). (The solid line cor-
responds to 390.78 and the dotted line to 800, respec-
tively.) Inside the cusp regions, there are three steady
states, two stable ones and an unstable one. Only a sin-
gle steady state exists outside the cusp region in Fig-
ure 4.

S
1095.63−−−−−→←−−−−−
1734.27

0
1095.63−−−−−→←−−−−−
1095.63

M, P
1095.63−−−−→ 0,

S+ E
1009.58−−−−−→←−−−−
106.61

G+ P, G+ T
390.78−−−−→←−−−−
313.95

F + D,

F + 2D
5429.18−−−−−→←−−−−−
1985.41

2E + 2T, E + D
40698.93−−−−−−→←−−−−−−
63842.81

P+ T,
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Fig. 3. The locus of the multiple steady state bi-
furcation for network (8) in the (kM+T→2D, k0→S)
plane for different values of the rate constant
kG+T→F+D. Inside the cusp regions there are three
steady states, two stable ones and an unstable one.
Only a single steady state exists outside.

Fig. 4. The locus of multiple steady state bifur-
cation for network (9) in the (kS+T→G+D, k0→S)
plane for different values of the rate constant
kG+T→F+D. Inside the cusp regions there are three
steady states, two stable ones and an unstable one.
Only a single steady state exists outside.

M + T
134.14−−−−→←−−−
40.47

2D, D
23.01−−−→←−−−−
753.43

T,

S+ T
127.19−−−−→←−−−
13.55

G+ D. (9a)

c′M ≈ 1.000000, C′′M ≈ 1.000000,
c′S ≈ 0.581977 , C′′S ≈ 1.581977,
c′D ≈ 3.157187 , C′′D ≈ 0.157187,
c′T ≈ 3.007455 , C′′T ≈ 0.007455,
c′G ≈ 3.469553 , C′′G ≈ 0.469553,
c′F ≈ 3.007455 , C′′F ≈ 0.007455,
c′E ≈ 3.000370 , C′′E ≈ 0.000370,
c′P ≈ 2.001825 , C′′P ≈ 0.001825.

(9b)

The addition of a pair of the reversible reaction S +
2T � F +2D to network (2) leads to the network (10)

of deficiency three. Following the Subnetwork Analy-
sis, the augmented network also has the capacity to ad-
mit multiple steady states. The rate constants in (10)
and corresponding two steady states (11) are computed
by using the vector µ given in (7b). Figure 5 shows a
two-parameter (kS+2T→F+2D, k0→S) plane for different
values of the rate constant kG+T→F+D for network (10).
(The solid line corresponds to 362.21 and the dotted
line to 750, respectively.) Although the lower points on
the dotted line nearly overlap those on the solid line, it
is similar to Figure 4.

S
1095.63−−−−−→←−−−−−
1734.27

0
1095.63−−−−−→←−−−−−
1095.63

M, P
1095.63−−−−→ 0,

S+ E
1009.58−−−−−→←−−−−
106.61

G+ P, G+ T
362.21−−−−→←−−−−
313.95

F + D,
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Fig. 5. The locus of multiple steady state bi-
furcation for network (10) in the (kS+2T→F+2D,
k0→S) plane for different values of the rate con-
stant kG+T→F+D. Inside the cusp regions there are
three steady states, two stable ones and an unsta-
ble one. Only a single steady state exists outside.

E + D
40698.93−−−−−−→←−−−−−−
63842.81

P+ T, M + T
134.14−−−−→←−−−
40.47

2D,

D
23.01−−−→←−−−−
753.43

T, S+ T
118.71−−−−→←−−−
13.55

G+ D,

S+ 2T
1766.47−−−−−→←−−−−
300.23

F + 2D
5429.18−−−−−→←−−−−−
1985.41

2E + 2T. (10)

c′M ≈ 1.000000, C′′M ≈ 1.000000,

c′S ≈ 0.581977 , C′′S ≈ 1.581977,

c′D ≈ 3.157187 , C′′D ≈ 0.157187,

c′T ≈ 3.007455 , C′′T ≈ 0.007455,

c′G ≈ 3.469553 , C′′G ≈ 0.469553,

c′F ≈ 3.007455 , C′′F ≈ 0.007455,

c′E ≈ 3.000370 , C′′E ≈ 0.000370,

c′P ≈ 2.001825 , C′′P ≈ 0.001825.

(11)

Following the Subnetwork Analysis, the family
members of subnetwork (6) displayed in network (12)
have the capacity to exhibit multiple steady states for
the vector µ in (7). The first eight lines of network (12)
are just the deficiency one subnetwork (6). The para-
meters a, b, c, . . . , f in the last line of network (12)
are any real numbers. A negative parameter means the
reverse of the reaction arrow. The last line of reac-
tion network (12) describes any of the reactions which
can be represented by a linear combination of those
reactions on the right-hand side of the equation. The
network (12) might have high deficiency, such as net-
work (9) of deficiency two, network (10) of deficiency

three, and even other networks of higher deficiency.

S � 0 � M, P→ 0,

S+ E � G+ P, G+ T � F + D,

F + 2D � 2E + 2T, E + D � P+ T,

M + T � 2D, D � T,

yi→ y j = a(S→ 0)+ b(S+ E→ G+ P)
+ c(G+ T → F + D)
+ d(F + 2D→ 2E + 2T )
+ e(E + D→ P+ T)+ f (D→ T ).

(12)

3.2. Active Membrane Transport Model

Since the reaction network (4a) has deficiency two,
the Deficiency One Algorithm cannot be applied di-
rectly. Analyzing subnetworks of network (4a) by the
algorithm, we find that the deficiency one subnet-
work (13a), obtained from parent network (4a) by
deleting reactions A1 � A6 and A3 � A4, can exhibit
steady state multiplicity. For the rate constants shown
in network (13a), it exhibits two steady states c ′ and c′′
in (13b).

A1
0.6535−−−−→←−−−−
0.4435

A2
0.3410−−−−→←−−−−
0.2615

A3, A4
0.2429−−−−→←−−−−
0.1915

A5
0.4188−−−−→←−−−−
0.3674

A6,

A3 + A4
0.0023−−−−→←−−−−
0.0003

2A4,

A6 + A7
0.1777−−−−→←−−−−
0.0669

A8
0.2732−−−−→←−−−−
0.0080

A1 + A7,

(13a)
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c′1 ≈ 25.2200, C′′1 ≈ 22.8200,

c′2 ≈ 35.3733, C′′2 ≈ 31.3733,

c′3 ≈ 43.0750, C′′3 ≈ 37.0750,

c′4 ≈ 8.1330 , C′′4 ≈ 12.1330,

c′5 ≈ 6.1660 , C′′5 ≈ 10.1660,

c′6 ≈ 4.8655 , C′′6 ≈ 8.8655,

c′7 ≈ 1.2133 , C′′7 ≈ 0.8133,

c′8 ≈ 3.8033 , C′′8 ≈ 4.2033.

(13b)

Moreover, the deficiency one algorithm indicates
that network (13a) admits multiple steady states if and
only if the vector µ defined in (5) satisfies (14a) and
a mass conversation requirement: the elements of the
sets [µ7,µ8] and [µ1, . . . ,µ6,µ8] contain both a positive
and negative number, or else consists entirely of zeros.
The µ listed in (14b) is a qualified solution. This con-
straint can be used to identify the mechanism if steady
states of some species are measured by experiments.

{ µ3 > µ2 > µ1

µ1 + µ7 > µ8 > µ6 + µ7

}
>

{ µ4 > µ5 > µ6

µ3 + µ4 > 2µ4

}
.

(14a)

µ[µ1,µ2, . . . ,µ8]

= [0.1,0.12,0.15,−0.4,−0.5,−0.6,0.4,−0.1].
(14b)

We can generalize the capacity of multiple steady
states to the family members of network (13a) accord-
ing to the Subnetwork Analysis. Let network (13a) be a
base subnetwork. The multiplicity of steady states re-
mains for the augmented parent networks, as long as
the reaction vectors of the added reactions can be rep-
resented as a linear combination of any reaction vec-
tors of network (13a). This family reaction network is
shown in (15), where the parameter xi can be any real
number. A negative parameter means the reverse of the
reaction arrow. The reactions given in (16) are some
examples of the reactions which can be added to the
subnetwork (13a). The reaction network (4a) of defi-
ciency two is such an example.

A1 � A2 � A3,

A4 � A5 � A6,

A3 + A4 � 2A4, A6 + A7 � A8 � A1 + A7,

y1→ y j = x1(A1→ A2)+ x2(A2→ A3)

+ x3(A4→ A5)+ x4(A5→ A6)

+ x5(A3 + A4→ 2A4)

+ x6(A6 + A7→ A8)

+ x7(A8→ A1 + A7). (15b)

aAi⇔ aA j, i = 1, . . . ,4, j = i+ 2, . . . ,6, (16a)

bAi + cA j⇔ (b+ c)Ak, i, j,k = 1, . . . ,6, (16b)

dA8⇔ dA7 + dAi, i = 1, . . . ,6, (16c)

eAi + f A7 + gA8⇔ eA j + f A7 + gA8,

i, j = 1, . . . ,6,
(16d)

(a, b, . . . , g are any non-negative real numbers, and the
symbol “⇔” means either “→”, “←”, or “�”.)

Network (17a) of deficiency five is a combination of
network (13a) and (16), which is a parent network of
the network (4) of deficiency two. It has the capacity
to admit two steady states in (17b), which satisfy (14b)
and the mass conservation condition. Many other pos-
sible combinations of parent networks also admit mul-
tiple steady states.

A1
56.4211−−−−−→←−−−−−
38.1703

A2,

A2
30.0912−−−−−→←−−−−−
23.0226

A3,

A3
0.0758−−−−→←−−−−
0.3141

A4, A3 + A4
0.2033−−−−→←−−−−
0.0065

2A4
0.0099−−−−→←−−−−
0.0030

A2 + A5,

A4
22.5281−−−−−→←−−−−−
17.9848

A5, A6 + A7
14.8323−−−−−→←−−−−
4.0313

A8
23.8294−−−−−→←−−−−
0.6015

A1 + A7,

A5
38.1493−−−−−→←−−−−−
33.4810

A6, A8
2.5000−−−−→←−−−−
0.9636

A4 + A7,

A6
0.1221−−−−→←−−−−
0.0036

A1, A6 + A7
0.1387−−−→ A4 + A7,

A3
0.0296−−−−→←−−−−
0.0110

A6.

(17a)

c′1 ≈ 25.2200, C′′1 ≈ 22.8200,

c′2 ≈ 35.3733, C′′2 ≈ 31.3733,

c′3 ≈ 43.0750, C′′3 ≈ 37.0750,

c′4 ≈ 8.1330 , C′′4 ≈ 12.1330,

c′5 ≈ 6.1660 , C′′5 ≈ 10.1660,

c′6 ≈ 4.8655 , C′′6 ≈ 8.8655,

c′7 ≈ 1.2133 , C′′7 ≈ 0.8133,

c′8 ≈ 3.8033 , C′′8 ≈ 4.2033.

(17b)
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Fig. 6. The locus of the multiple steady state
bifurcation for network (17) in the (kA6+A7→A8 ,
kA1→A2 ) plane for different values of rate constant
kA8→A1+A7 . Inside the cusp regions there are three
steady states, two stable ones and an unstable one.
Only a single steady state exists outside.

Numerical analysis is simulated for the system (17).
Figure 6 shows a two-parameter (kA6+A7→A8 , kA1→A2 )
multiplicity bifurcation diagram of network (17) for
different values of kA8→A1+A7 . Figure 6 shows that, to
maintain the existence of the steady state multiplicity
under a fixed rate constant kA6+A7→A8 , the larger the
rate constant kA8→A1+A7 is, the larger the rate constant
kA1→A2 is required and the wider the range in which
it exists. To maintain the existence of the steady state
multiplicity under a lower rate constant kA6+A7→A8 , it is
required to reduce the rate constant kA1→A2 for a fixed
rate constant kA8→A1+A7 .

The nonlinear dynamics approach, introduced by
Kuramoto [21], can be applied to the dynamics of
self-oscillating fields of the reaction-diffusion type and
some related systems. Such systems, forming coop-
erative fields of a large number of interacting simi-
lar subunits, are considered as typical synergetic sys-
tems. In some cases, the total system can be viewed as
an assembly of a large number of identical local sys-
tems which are diffusion-coupled to each other. The
local system obeys a set of ordinary differential equa-
tions which are first order in time. The methods used
are the reductive perturbation method, and the phase
description method. Our approach in this work deals
with a set of ordinary differential equations first or-
der in time, which is suitable for the analysis of the
subunits of the whole reaction-diffusion system. More-
over, our approach can apply to systems of many vari-
ables coupled with many non-linear equations, which
may become much cumbersome when solved by the
perturbation method. Therefore, as a complex reaction

system is determined to admit multiple steady states
by our method, it can be viewed as a subunit and be
applied by Kuramoto’s approach to study the nonlin-
ear dynamics of the whole reaction-diffusion system.
Or our method can be applied directly to the reaction-
convection system, which involves only ordinary dif-
ferential equations first order in time, such as multicell
reaction systems [22, 23].

4. Conclusion

The Subnetwork Analysis is used to determine the
capacity of multiple steady states for two families of
complex biochemical reaction networks (12) and (15).
The bistability, hysteresis and bifurcation phenomena
are discussed. The inequalities and equations listed
in (7a) and (14a) provide signatures of steady state
multiplicity for their families of networks, which can
be used to identify reaction mechanism if steady states
of some species are measured. The results of this work
might help to study the complex reaction networks in
other biological systems. From a metabolic engineer-
ing point of view, it can be also applied to investi-
gate glycolysis in other organisms, such as mammalian
cells and yeast, even though they have different sto-
ichiometry. At the course of breakdown of glucose to
obtain energy in cells, this work mainly focuses on gly-
colysis. An oxidative catabolism system, which cou-
ples a glycolysis model, a citrical acid cycle and a res-
piratory chain are currently under investigation. It in-
volves not only the ATP generation from glucose but
also the conversion of pyruvate to carbon dioxide and
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water. The results of this work serve as a guide to such
complex reaction networks.

Appendix

Subnetwork Analysis: Consider a network Q, {ZQ,
CQ, RQ}. Let A, {ZA, CA, RA be a subnetwork of Q such
that

(i) ZA = ZQ.
(ii) y j→ yi /∈ RQ\RA, ∀yi→ y j ∈ RA.
(iii) Subnetwork A admits multiple steady states c′

and c′′.
(iv) y j− yi ∈ sR�=a (µ), ∀yi→ y j ∈ RQ\RA.
Then network Q admits multiple steady states for the

µ computed by c′ and c′′. (It is defined that RQ\RA is
the set consisting of reactions in RQ but not in RA.)
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